If the idea of paper planes creates images in your mind’s eye of things flying through the air you are on the right track! Nothing is going to settle here. Paper planes ride currents unpredictably, depending on air-flow, power of chucking arm and impediments such as furniture and small children. Here everything is unstable. Planes wobble, dip, and surge across surfaces that are equally fugitive and unpredictable. Surfaces are folded, creased, pleated, raised, flattened, scoured. Light becomes heavy. Weighty things float. Paper undulates.

Patterned things moving through. You. Moving through, by eye or in body. Are you on the outside? As you pick your way through; are you on the space, in the space, beside the space?

Is it you, your eyes or the planes that are dancing, jumping, gliding, skidding?
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